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Superman
[Gary Zekley/ Mitchell Bottler]
As recorded by R.E.M. (1986)

Joe (lead vox); Kyle (backing vox); Josh (keys); Renjin (bass);
Jerry (drums); Kurt (guitar); Allison (tambourine)

People Are Strange
[Jim Morrison & Robby Krieger]
As recorded by the Doors (1967)

Joe (lead vox); Allison (bass); Jeremy (guitar)
Josh (organ); Renjin (piano); Jerry (drums)

Blue Sky
[Dickey Betts]
As recorded by the Allman Brothers (1972)

Joe (lead vox + acoustic gtr); Tallis (backing vox);
Wolf (bass); Renjin (keys); Kyle (drums);
Jeremy (guitar); Kurt (guitar)

Me & Bobby McGee
[Kris Kristofferson& Fred Foster]
As recorded by Janis Joplin (1971)

Tallis (lead vox); Kurt (acoustic guitar); Jeremy (guitar);
Josh (organ); Kyle (piano); Allison (bass); Jerry (drums)
Subdivisions
[Geddy Lee, Alex Lifeson & Neil Peart]
As recorded by Rush (1982)

Tallis (lead vox); Josh (backing vox + keys);
Wolf (bass); Kyle (drums); Jeremy (guitar)

Think for Yourself
[George Harrison]
As recorded by the Beatles (1965)

Joe (lead vox); Renjin (backing vox + keys); Kyle (backing vox);
Wolf (bass); Jerry (drums); Jeremy (guitar); Kurt (guitar);
Allison (tambourine)

Jump, Jive, an' Wail
[Louis Prima]
As recorded by the Brian Setzer Orchestra (1998)

Joe (lead vox); Tallis (backing vox); Kyle (drums + backing vox);
Allison (bass); Kurt (guitar); Renjin (keys - horns);
Josh (tenor sax); Nicola (bari sax)

Heartbreaker
[Geoff Gill & Cliff Wade]
As recorded by Pat Benatar (1979)

Tallis (lead vox); Allison E. (backing vox); Renjin (backing vox);
Allison (bass); Kyle (drums); Jeremy (guitar); Kurt (guitar)
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Chris Meeker – Director
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Guest Artist
Nicola Wiseman - baritone sax
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For your comfort and safety, please locate the exit nearest your seat (or see the flight attendant). There are two exits at the front and rear of the auditorium. Eating, drinking, smoking & Morris dancing are all prohibited in Strong Auditorium. Please turn off all doobickies, phones & gizmos that make noise. Mosh with extreme caution.

Have a good time . . . all of the time